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Testimony:
Please do not pass the PWB’s land use application for the water Processing plant on Carpenter Ln.
This plant would be a danger to the community as a result of increased traffic, destruction of animal habitat and
pollution. This is a peaceful beautiful neighborhood surrounded by schools and Churches and a uninterrupted view of
Mt Hood.
We walk and play in our yards and streets without the worry of being run down or pollution. When Dodge park would
be closed for pipe work we would have cars and trucks speeding down our narrow lane, shaking the house and
putting adults, children and animals at risk. Dodge park was closed last week due to an accident and the speeding
traffic and large vehicles were bad. It shook the windows in the house and threw dust everywhere. This is a close knit
community where a giant processing plant does not belong. It is a blot on the landscape and poses a risk of release of
dangerous chemicals into our air and ground/water.
Carpenter Lane is not the only place that PWB can put their plant and is not the only way that water can be treated for
bacteria. There are other successful water plants elsewhere in the Country that are treating the water successfully
with methods like UV light, this is t the only way.
The plant is in direct contradiction to the nature of our quiet rural community where we can hear the birds sing, water
run and enjoy all the wildlife around us.
Please prevent the PWB from destroying our community.
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